








   DEKRA CERTIFIED
The DEFENDER cable protection range has been awarded the DEKRA certificate. In accordance with testing standards EN 61537:2001 and DIN 31000:1979 
all of the Defender cable crossovers adhere to the highest safety and quality requirements. Thanks to the manufacturing process being completed in 
Germany, Adam Hall GmbH, exclusive distributor of DEFENDER products, is able to ensure that as part of the certification process, DEKRA can complete the 
required material and production checks on a regular basis.

   HIGH TECH RAW MATERIAL 
All DEFENDER cable crossovers are made of extremely sturdy, unbreakable TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane), produced from recycled plastic materials. They 
feature a B2 fire resistance rating (also available with a B1 rating - difficult to ignite - in compliance with DIN4102) and are resistant to oil, acids and petrol. 
The operating temperature range is approximately -30°C to +60°C. The Shore A hardness range is 88 ± 4.

   PATENTED SELF CLEANING HINGE
Our cable protectors are equipped with patented self cleaning hinge. The dirt gathering around the hinges is automatically pushed out when opening and 
closing the lid of the DEFENDER cable protector. All DEFENDER products are made of extremely sturdy, unbreakable TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane). If 
needed, the crossovers can be easily cleaned using a steam jet cleaner.

ADVANTAGES    EASY LOCK SYSTEM
The DEFENDER cable protectors feature a very easy and efficient opening and locking system, allowing you to open and close the lid without tooling or 
special efforts. This exclusive feature also guarantees that the lid remains closed at all times, even when cars or trucks cross it over. 

   EASY HANDLING
The heaviest DEFENDER cable protection systems are equipped with transport handles (DEFENDER XXL, DEFENDER III and DEFENDER Midi). The DEFENDER 
Box provides safe and practical storage but also a logistically efficient solution for the transport of many protectors at once (euro-pallet dimensions).

   MODULAR SYSTEM
The DEFENDER Cable protection systems also offer high quality accessories to adapt your configuration to each new location, such as end ramps, 90° and 
45° bends. Each cable protector has connectors and corresponding sockets that enable you to connect cable protectors in the same series endlessly with 
one another with maximum stability. 

   LABEL YOUR CABLE PROTECTORS
Self branding of your cable protectors has 3 main advantages : 
Advertisement for your brand / Corporate Identity conformity / Avoid mixing up your equipment with another company on large events

Self branding of the DEFENDER cable protectors with the Logo of your company can be purchased for orders ex 30 pieces. You will find the logo format 
requirements on our website. Feel free to contact our sales team for more information at sales@adamhall.com
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Defender is a brand of the Adam Hall group.

DEFENDER ®

Adam Hall 
Spain/France/Portugal/Italy
Tel. Spain: (+34) 93 363 53 63
Tel. France: (+33) 4 67 66 27 87
Tel. Italy: 0800 87 39 16 
mail.sp@adamhall.com
mail.fr@adamhall.com
mail.pt@adamhall.com
mail.it@adamhall.com

Adam Hall GmbH
Headquarters

Daimlerstr. 9
D-61267 Neu-Anspach
Germany      
Tel.: (+49) 60 81 / 94 19 0
Fax: (+49) 60 81 / 94 19 1000
e-mail: mail@adamhall.com
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Adam Hall UK
Tel.: (+44) 0 17 02 61 39 22
mail@adamhall.co.uk

 

Adam Hall Sweden
Tel.: (+46) 709 246 222
mail.se@adamhall.com

Adam Hall Denmark/Norway 
Tel.: (+45) 36 70 05 27
mail.dk@adamhall.com

Adam Hall Benelux 
Tel.: +31 (0) 611281874
mail.benelux@adamhall.com

Adam Hall Poland 
Tel.: + 48 (0) 782 510 410
mail.pl@adamhall.com


